TOURNAMENT RULES
Coaches:

Please go over the following rules with your players.

1. BLUE TEES
2. Lift Clean and place in YOUR OWN FAIRWAY & FRINGE within one club length, no closer to
the hole. Embedded ball rule is in effect.
3. Only ONE coach may advise players during tournament play.
4. Local Rule: Stones in bunkers may be removed as loose impediments.
5. On hole #3, if the ball goes in the water, take a stroke penalty and hit from the drop area that is
marked with a white circle.
6. On hole #9, if ball goes into the hazard past the drop area, take a penalty stroke and hit from
the drop area marked with a white circle.
7. On holes #14 & #16, there is marked ground under repair defined by white lines. Please
proceed to nearest point of relief no closer to the hole.
8. Electronic devices are permitted on the course. No communication devices are permitted.
9. 14 club limit.
10. During the round, if there is a question about a ruling, and a Marshall is not available, play two
balls from the spot of question. Record both scores, and the rules committee will make a
decision when you finish.
11. No unsportsmanlike conduct or profanity will be tolerated!
1st violation:
Warning
2nd violation:
2-stroke penalty
3rd violation:
Disqualification
Coaches, please stress that your players need to enforce this rule.
12. ALL PLAYERS must report score to score keeper at turn. (Representative will be
standing by Green Building behind #1 Tee Box. This score is unofficial)
13. NEW!! AFTER FINISHING 18 HOLES PLAYERS WILL REPORT TO THE SCORES TABLE
LOCATED IN GREEN BUILDING BEHIND #1 TEE BOX IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING PLAY.
YOU WILL GO OVER HOLE-BY-HOLE AND SIGN SCORE CARDS. There will be a scoring
representative there to collect the cards.
Note: Coaches that wish to see scorecard before being signed must be present at
the scores table prior to player signing. This is YOUR RESPONSIBILIY!
YOUR COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED!
GOOD LUCK!

